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Abstract. The voltage sourced converter (VSC) is a basic element in the grid connected solar-

PV system that used in converting the DC-generated power from the solar-PV to AC power 

compatible with the utility grid. In this paper, a grid connected, three phase, two level VSC 

model and its control technique are simulated. The switched model of a three phase, two 

level VSC with active and reactive power controller is employed. The VSC’s control is 

performed based on the grid following VSC methodology. In order to control the transferred 

active and reactive power between the VSC and the grid, a current control mode (CCM) in dq0 

frame is used and discussed in the following sections. The mathematical models of all elements 

of control loops are developed. Furthermore, the design of these control components is 

presented with their performance curves using PSCAD /EMTDC software. 

1. Introduction

The solar-PV systems are the most attractive and fastest growing renewable energy resource since solar

energy is available anywhere [1]. Basically, the grid-connected solar-PV system consists of: (1) solar-

PV modules, (2) DC-DC converter for MPPT, (3) grid-connected VSC, (4) power meter and a load that

connected to the grid (if found) [2]. The VSC is considered the core of the grid-connected solar-PV

system, as it converts the extracted solar-PV DC power into AC power which is used to feed the local

loads or the utility grid [3]. The grid-following VSC is a combination between the VSC model and the

utility grid model including the connection between them as shown in the following schematic diagram

of figure1[4]. The two-level three-phase VSC consists of three similar half-bridge inverters [5]. Every

phase of the VSC is tied with the utility grid through a line with a series R-L impedance. In this paper

the CCM is simulated, in which the control of the instantaneous active and reactive-power is proceeded

using the VSC line current’s phase shift and amplitude simultaneously. Due to the dependence on the

VSC line currents in control and regulation scheme, the system is protected from the over-current or

faults problems. This control approach is characterized by its high accuracy in controlling the current

and its high performance in dealing with harmonics [6]. For these reasons, it’s preferred to be chosen

and implemented in the presented system model. The system and its control loops are presented using

PSCAD /EMTDC software.

2. System Parameters

The grid-following VSC system is composed of a DC source, DC capacitor-link, Two-level three-phase

VSC and the utility grid model as clarified in figure 1.

2.1.  DC source 

In this model, a 50 kW solar-PV system was modelled. It consists of 16 series modules and 7 parallel 

modules. Each module contains 108 series cells and 4 parallel cells.   
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of grid-following VSC model 

 

2.2.  DC capacitor-link 

The DC capacitor-link is a large size capacitor which is parallel-connected with the VSC in the solar-

PV source side. The main objective of this connection is to minimize the ripples of the solar-PV arrays’ 

output current and enhance the power quality [7]. The capacitance of this capacitor can be determined                     

using equation (1) [8]: 

                                                       𝑪𝒅𝒄 =
𝟐𝑷𝒎𝒂𝒙

𝒇 (𝑽𝑫𝑪)𝟐 (𝟏−𝒌𝟐)
  ,                                                                     (1) 

                                                               𝒌 =
𝑽𝑫𝑪.𝒎𝒊𝒏

𝑽𝑫𝑪
                                                                              (2) 

where Pmax represents the solar-PV arrays’ maximum output power, VDC is the voltage across the DC 

capacitor-link, and f represents the system frequency. 

According to equations (1) and (2), the value of the capacitor is determined by (1700 𝜇F) depending on 

the following values: (Pmax = 50 kW, f = 50 Hz, Vdc = 1340 V and Vdc.min = 800 V). 

2.3.   Two-Level Three-Phase VSC 

The two-level three-phase VSC consists of three similar half-bridge inverters [5]. Its switched model 

represents the realistic case of the VSC as it deals with its dynamics and steady-state behaviour. This 

model relies on the switching functions of the transistors, so the instantaneous values of the output 

variables can be calculated containing its harmonic components. The switched model of a two-level 

three-phase VSC consisting of 6 IGBTs combined with snubber circuits. Each leg of the VSC has two 

switches. The transistors’ gating signals are produced using sinusoidal pulse width modulation (SPWM) 

method as shown in figure 2. This technique depends on comparing the modulating signal (ma, mb and 

mc) that are produced from the controller with high frequency carrier signals to produce the switching 

pulses. When the modulating signal is higher than the carrier signal, the comparator generates (1), 

otherwise it generates (0). The output values from the comparator are the switching signals g1, g3 and 

g5 and their complementary represent the switching signals g4, g6 and g2, respectively [9]. 
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Figure 2. Model of two-level three-phase VSC 

2.4.  Utility grid 

In this system, the utility grid or the AC system is presented by a balanced three-phase sinusoidal voltage 

source with phase voltage equals 220V and frequency equals 50Hz. Figure 3 clarifies the grid output 

voltage.  

                                  

Figure 3. Grid voltage representation 

3.  Current-control mode (CCM)  

The control process of the grid-following VSC is performed using an active/reactive-power-controller. 

The objective of this controller is to adapt the instantaneous powers that transfer between the VSC and 

the grid. To facilitate the controller design and simulation, the quantities in abc-frame are transferred 

into dq0-frame. The main function of this transformation is to decrease the number of control loops from 

three to two.  

   In the CCM, the control of the instantaneous active and reactive-power is proceeded using the VSC 

line current’s phase shift and amplitude, simultaneously. Due to the dependence on the VSC line currents 

in control and regulation scheme, the system is protected from the over-current and faults problems. 

This control approach is characterized by its high accuracy in controlling the current and its high 

performance in dealing with harmonics [6]. For these reasons, it’s preferred to be chosen and 

implemented in the presented system model. Figure 4 shows a schematic diagram of a current-controlled 

grid-following VSC system. In this model, to regulate the active and reactive power, the three-phase 

VSC output currents and grid voltages are transferred from abc-to-dq0 frame to produce the control 

signals, i.e. id, iq, Vd, Vq, respectively. These signals are processed using a compensator to generate the 

control signals of the VSC, i.e. the modulation signals.  

3.1.  Phase-Locked loop (PLL) 

The synchronization between the VSC currents and grid voltage is performed depending on the 

determination of the grid voltage’s phase angle [10], [11]. The value of this phase angle is important in 

transforming the VSC output current from abc-to-dq0 frame to facilitate the system’s control, simplify 

the compensator design, and decrease the steady-state errors. In this model the synchronization is 

performed using the phase-locked loop (PLL) method which follow quickly the variations in the grid 

phasing. The PLL component generates the synchronization angle (ρ) that is used in the transformation 
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of the system parameters from abc-frame to dq0-frame. The operating concept of the PLL is clarified as 

the follows: when ρ(t) = ωo(t) + θo, the values of Vgd = V̂g  cos(ωot + θo − ρ) = V̂g and Vgq =

V̂g  sin(ωot + θo − ρ) = 0 are DC values which means that the synchronization is performed. Thus, the 

benefit of connecting a PLL mechanism is achieved, such that it regulates Vgq at zero.  

The value of the angle (ρ) is reset back to zero once its value reaches (2π). To ensure that the PLL 

system is working correctly, the outputs of the abc-to-dq0 frame transformation block are two values 

such that the value of the d-component equals the peak value of input signal and the value of the q-

component equals zero; this is illustrated in the PLL schematic diagram that is presented in figure 5. 

 

3.2.  Reference Signal Generator  

The function of the reference signal generator block is that it produces the reference control signals, 

such that, 𝑖𝑑_𝑟𝑒𝑓(𝑡) and 𝑖𝑞_𝑟𝑒𝑓(𝑡) depending on the required reference active and-reactive power 

𝑃𝑠_𝑟𝑒𝑓(𝑡) and 𝑄𝑠_𝑟𝑒𝑓(𝑡), respectively. These powers are exchanged between the VSC and the grid at 

common-coupling point (CCP). Thus 𝑃𝑠(𝑡) and 𝑄𝑠(𝑡) are controlled by the value of 𝑖𝑑 and 𝑖𝑞, as follows:   

                                                     𝑖𝑑_𝑟𝑒𝑓 (𝑡) =
2

3𝑉𝑔𝑑
𝑃𝑠_𝑟𝑒𝑓 (𝑡),                                                              (3) 

                                                            𝑖𝑞_𝑟𝑒𝑓 (𝑡) = −
2

3𝑉𝑔𝑑
𝑄𝑠_𝑟𝑒𝑓 (𝑡).                                                          (4) 

The control system must track these reference signals, such that, id ≈ id_ref and iq≈ iq_ref, so the 

generated real and reactive power follow their reference values, that is, Ps≈ Ps_ref and Qs ≈ Qs_ref.  
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Figure 4. Schematic diagram of current-controlled grid-connected VSC system 
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Figure 5. PLL schematic diagram 

3.3.  Compensator     

The compensator block shown in figure 5 is used to generate the modulating signals of the VSC. In the 

proposed controller, the VSC output current signals (ia, ib and ic) are used as input signals to the 

compensator after transforming them from abc-to-dq0 frame. Then the current signals id and iq are 

compared with the reference control signals, such that, 𝑖𝑑_𝑟𝑒𝑓 and 𝑖𝑞_𝑟𝑒𝑓 which generated from the 

reference signal generator as mentioned before. Also, the utility grid voltages are transformed from abc-

to-dq0 frame to produce Vgd and Vgq that are fed to the compensator as input signals. These 

compensator’s input signals are used in the control system to generate the modulating signals of the 

VSC in dq0-frame and then they are transformed again into abc-frame and injected into the VSC to 

produces the IGBTs’ switching pulses. The equations that explain the compensator design and its control 

loops are presented in the following. The dynamics of the grid-connected VSC can be described as: 

                                                                𝑉𝑡
⃗⃗  ⃗ = 𝐿

𝑑𝑖 

𝑑𝑡
+ 𝑖 𝑅 + 𝑉𝑔⃗⃗  ⃗(𝑡) ,                                                                            (5)  

 

then substituting for Vt
⃗⃗⃗⃗ = Vtdq e

jρ,  i = idq e
jρ and the space phasor form of the grid voltage is       

Vg
⃗⃗⃗⃗ (t) = V̂g e

j(ωot+θo). Equation (5) can be written: 

                                                   𝑉𝑡𝑑𝑞 𝑒
𝑗𝜌 = 𝐿

𝑑

𝑑𝑡
(𝑖𝑑𝑞 𝑒

𝑗𝜌) + (𝑖𝑑𝑞 𝑒
𝑗𝜌)𝑅 + �̂�𝑔 𝑒𝑗(𝜔𝑜𝑡+𝜃𝑜),                         (6) 

 

by differentiation, then  L
d

dt
(idq e

jρ) = L ejρ didq 

dt
+ jL idq e

jρ dρ

dt
 , substitution and multiplication all 

terms in equation (6) by (e−jρ), 

                                              𝑉𝑡𝑑𝑞 = 𝐿
𝑑(𝑖𝑑𝑞 )

𝑑𝑡
+ 𝑗𝐿 𝑖𝑑𝑞 

𝑑(𝜌)

𝑑𝑡
+ (𝑖𝑑𝑞 )𝑅 + �̂�𝑔 𝑒𝑗(𝜔𝑜𝑡+𝜃𝑜−𝜌),                    (7) 

 

Equation (7) can be decoupled into two equations (real and imaginary), such as fdq = fd + jfq . 

Considering steady-state conditions in the proposed control system, then after substituting for                    

 Vgd = V̂g  cos(ωot + θo − ρ), Vgq = V̂g  sin(ωot + θo − ρ) and ω(𝑡) = ωo in equation (7), then: 

                                                        𝐿
𝑑(𝑖𝑑 )

𝑑𝑡
= 𝐿 𝜔𝑜𝑖𝑞 − (𝑅)𝑖𝑑 + 𝑉𝑡𝑑 − 𝑉𝑔𝑑  ,                                        (8) 

                                                                𝐿
𝑑(𝑖𝑞 )

𝑑𝑡
= −𝐿 𝜔𝑜𝑖𝑑 − (𝑅)𝑖𝑞 + 𝑉𝑡𝑞 − 𝑉𝑔𝑞 ,                                     (9)  

from the VSC averaged model presented in [5], [12], the relation between the two-level VSC’s AC-

side voltage and the modulating signal can be expressed as follows: 

                                                                   �⃗� 𝑡(𝑡) =
𝑉𝐷𝐶

2
�⃗⃗� (𝑡),                                                              (10) 

 

then equation (10) can be transformed in its dq0-frame components and presented, such that: 

                                                                  𝑉𝑡𝑑(𝑡) =
𝑉𝐷𝐶

2
𝑚𝑑(𝑡),                                                           (11) 
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   𝑉𝑡𝑞(𝑡) =
𝑉𝐷𝐶

2
𝑚𝑞(𝑡),                                                            (12) 

 

by substituting for equations (11) and (12) into equations (8) and (9) respectively, the expression of the 

modulating signals into dq0-frame will be generated as follows:  

𝑚𝑑 =
2

𝑉𝐷𝐶
(𝑢𝑑 −  𝐿 𝜔𝑜𝑖𝑞 + 𝑉𝑔𝑑),                                                  (13) 

𝑚𝑞 =
2

𝑉𝐷𝐶
(𝑢𝑞 +  𝐿 𝜔𝑜𝑖𝑑 + 𝑉𝑔𝑞),                                                   (14) 

 

where, ud and uq are new control signals, and their values can be deduced as: 

  𝑢𝑑 =  𝐿
𝑑(𝑖𝑑 )

𝑑𝑡
+ (𝑅)𝑖𝑑,                                                           (15) 

                                                                        𝑢𝑞 =  𝐿
𝑑(𝑖𝑞 )

𝑑𝑡
+ (𝑅)𝑖𝑞.                                                          (16) 

 

 Based on the previous equations, the VSC current controller presented in dq0-frame is shown in figure 

6, in which there are two compensators. The first one is the d-component compensator that processes 

ed = id−ref − id and produces ud that participate in generating md. Similarly, the second is the q-

component compensator that processes eq = iq−ref − iq and produces uq that participates in 

generating mq. Then md and mq are multiplied by (VDC/2) to generate Vtd and Vtq that control id and iq, 

respectively. The values of kd and kq are identical and can be simply presented by a proportional-

integral (PI) controller. The values of these compensators can be determined depending on the following 

equations [12]:  

                                                  𝑘𝑑(𝑠) = 𝑘𝑞(𝑠) =
𝑘𝑝(𝑠)+𝑘𝑖

𝑠
,                                                         (17) 

Where: kp =
L

τi
 , ki =

R

τi
, and τi is the closed-loop system’s requested time constant and its value ranges 

between 0.5-5 m sec.  

Kd(s) / * 

Kq(s) / * 
Vtq

_

_
Controller AC-side dynamics
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1

Ls +R id
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Figure 6. Current-control mode of VSC system in dq0-representation 

 

4.  Case study results 

The system under study is completely modelled and simulated using PSCAD/EMTDC software. The 

instantaneous reactive and active powers transferred from the VSC to the utility grid are controlled using 

the CCM method. The control system is composed of many components and blocks as mentioned before. 

The performance of these blocks is presented as follows.   
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4.1.  PLL model 

The frequency range of the PLL should be selected within a cramped domain of variations and also, it 

should be sufficiently wide to allow deviations of 𝜔(𝑡) through transients and quickly respond to 

disturbances. Its range is chosen between 35 Hz and 65 Hz. PLL’s start-up transients are shown in          

figure 7. It is obvious that, before 𝑡 = 0.06 𝑠𝑒𝑐, the voltage  𝑉𝑔𝑑 and  𝑉𝑔𝑞 are time-variant values, as the 

output frequency from the PLL’s compensator is saturated at 𝑓𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 35𝐻𝑧. At 𝑡 = 0.06 𝑠𝑒𝑐, the 

voltage  𝑉𝑔𝑑 is decreased and directed toward zero, so the compensator increases the frequency value.     

At 𝑡 = 0.12 𝑠𝑒𝑐, the PLL works perfectly and generates DC quantities such that 𝑉𝑔𝑑 = �̂�𝑔 , 𝑉𝑔𝑞 is 

regulated at zero. Also, the same figure shows that the synchronization is performed such that the value 

of angle (𝜌) is reset back to zero once its value reaches (2𝜋). 

   The transformation from abc-to-dq0 is executed using the Park transformation matrix [13]. The grid 

voltage and the VSC output current signals are transformed from abc-to-dq0 frame, and then they are 

injected into the compensator to be processed. Figure 8 shows the transformation of the grid voltage to 

dq0-frame where Vgd = V̂g = 220V and Vgq = 𝑍𝑒𝑟𝑜. Also, the VSC’s output currents represented in 

dq0-frame are shown in figure 9, where id = 𝑖â ≅ 152.5 𝐴 and iq ≅ 𝑍𝑒𝑟𝑜. As the active and reactive 

powers’ initial condition equal zero, the value of id = 𝑧𝑒𝑟𝑜 , for 𝑡 ≤ 0.2 𝑠𝑒𝑐.  

 
Figure 7. PLL’s start-up response 

 

 

 

 
Figure 8. Grid voltage in dq0-frame  Figure 9. VSC’s output current in dq0-frame 

   

4.2.  Reference signal generator model 

The inputs to this block are the reference values for the required active and reactive powers (Ps−ref 

and Qs−ref), where the outputs are the reference dq-components of the VSC’s output currents such that 

id−ref and iq−ref according to equations (3) and (4). Then these values are injected to the compensator 

and compared with the dq-components of the VSC’s output currents such that id and iq where the control 

system must track these reference signals as illustrated in figure 10. The value of current iq ranges 

between (1.5 A,-1.5 A), which is due to the residual harmonics after insertion of an LCL filter. Also, its 
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value increased to 3A at 𝑡 = 0.2 𝑠𝑒𝑐, due to the changing of the system’s conditions from its initial 

values (Ps−ref = zero and Qs−ref = zero) to its designed values (Ps−ref = 50 kW and Qs−ref = zero). 

 
Figure 10. Tracking of the dq0-components of the VSC’s output current with their reference values 

 

 

4.3.  The compensator model  

The compensator’s input signals are the VSC output current signals in dq0-frame (id and  iq), the grid 

voltage signals in dq0-frame (Vgd and  Vgq), the output signals from the reference signal generator block 

(id−ref and  iq−ref) and the solar-PV output DC voltage. The compensator output signals are the 

modulating signals of the VSC in dq0-frame (md and  mq), then they are fed to a limiter so their values 

are limited between (1,-1), after that they are transformed again into abc-frame (ma, mb and mc ) and 

injected to the VSC to produces the IGBTs’ gating signals. Depending on equation (17) with the time 

constant value τi = 2.5 𝑚 𝑠𝑒𝑐, the design values of the used PI controller’s parameters are  kp = 4.02 

Ω and ki = 2.352 Ω/sec (by taking into account the values of LCL-filter’s parameters). The generated 

modulating signals in abc-frame are shown in figure 11, where they are sinusoidal signals with amplitude 

ranges between (−1,1).  
   Finally, the proposed VSC controller regulates the active and reactive powers (Ps (t) & Qs (t)) which 

transferred from the solar-PV arrays to the utility grid through the VSC, as illustrated in figure 12. It is 

clear that the produced active and reactive powers track their reference values that are adjusted to be 

Ps−ref = 50 kW and Qs−ref = zero, respectively. It is clear that the value of output reactive power 

doesn’t equal zero and ranges between about (−500 VAR, 500 VAR), this is due to the residual 

harmonics after implementation of an LCL filter. According to “The Egyptian Solar Energy Plants Grid 

Connection Code” [14], the power factor value of the transferred power from the VSC to the grid should 

be within the limit (0.95 lagging, 0.95 leading). The power factor of the system is about 0.999 lag, 

therefore the value of the generated reactive power is acceptable. 

 

 

 
Figure 11. VSC’s modulating signals in abc-

frame 

 Figure 12. Tracking of the generated active and   

reactive powers with their reference values 
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5.  Conclusion  

This paper proposed a step by step designing and control of a grid connected, three phase, two level 

VSC has been presented using PSCAD /EMTDC software. The control of the VSC is performed based 

on the grid following VSC methodology. In order to control the instantaneous transferred active and 

reactive power between the VSC and the grid, CCM (dq0) frame is used. Based on the implemented 

model the power that transferred from the VSC to the grid track the initial conditions of the required 

power, so the control technique achieves the required task.  
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